Silverado bose amp upgrade

Chevy Silverado stereo installation can be one of the easiest installations you can do,
experienced or noob status. The Dash kit I provide is made by a company called Metra and it
has the complete dash assembly and dis-assembly instructions in a step by step format to help
you out! If you have any other questions check out our car stereo installation page! Another
cool thing about this harness is that it can retain your steering wheel controls by simply flipping
a switch to the corresponding number on the harness that matches the radios brand. If you
have rear seat entertainment rear DVD screen you may keep it or choose to void it. The above
listed dash kit and antenna adapter must still be purchased for the installation. The are a couple
things to make note of if you are using either one of these rear seat entertainment harnesses for
your Chevy Silverado stereo installation. The first thing to make note of is that if your looking to
retain your steering wheel controls the rear seat entertainment harnesses do not come with a
built in steering wheel control module, you will have to purchase the steering wheel control
interface separately. The good news is that it plugs right into the the harness without any
additional wiring! One thing to make note of is the Bose optional package, If you have Bose and
you wish to replace your speakers you have to remove the Bose amplifier and install an
aftermarket radio. How to add satellite radio to my car: Adding satellite radio to your vehicle can
be as simple as plugging in a [â€¦]. Pandora capable with full control from radio. Sirius XM
Radio integration. Pandora capable with Iphone Via Usb. Pandora capable with android Via
Bluetooth. Usb for flash drive music and smartphone charging. This product is designed for
vehicles that have stock radios with 2 control knobs similar to what is shown. KICKER delivers
the thrill and musical accuracy of a live-concert experience minus the crowds, putting
high-performance audio specifically made for your vehicle right there in your front seat. It
includes big-bass subwoofers in a small space, high-efficiency, low power-draw amplifiers, a
unique sound signature from multi-channel amps with DSP, and all in factory mounting
locations with no modifications. Technical Support 8am - 5pm CST support kicker. Privacy
Policy Return and Refund. All rights reserved. Copyright and Trademark Notice. We use cookies
to personalize content and ads, to provide social media features and to analyze our traffic. We
also share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and
analytics partners who may combine it with other information that you've provided to them or
that they've collected from your use of their services. You consent to our cookies if you
continue to use this website. Check out our Privacy Policy. Toggle navigation. Not compatible
with Bose audio systems. If your stock radio has 2 knobs you are on the right track! Simple
Install - No Modifications KICKER delivers the thrill and musical accuracy of a live-concert
experience minus the crowds, putting high-performance audio specifically made for your
vehicle right there in your front seat. Support Links Warranty. Forums New posts Search
forums. What's new New posts New resources New profile posts Latest activity. Resources
Latest reviews Search resources. Members Registered members Current visitors New profile
posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. Welcome to The Truck Stop! Your truck knowledge is missing!
Registration is FREE , all we need is your birthday and email. Post your own topics and reply to
existing threads to help others out! NO ADS! The site is fully functional and ad free! Problems
registering? Click here to contact us! JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter stacks04 Start date May
13, Messages 3, Reaction score 1 Location terryville ct. Hi everyone! Brace yourself I just love
learning about this stuff and explaining it so maybe I got a bit carried away. Sit back and get
ready for some reading and lots of info!!! FAQ's: -Will my steering wheel controls work as they
did before? YES -Can I reprogram non-lux nav units to lux and vice versa? NO, it uses a
separate antenna as stated First of all, everything in this guide assumes you are doing the Bose
LUXURY conversion as well to get much better sound quality. It utilizes a mid-range speaker in
each door, a tweeter in each A-pillar the tweeters are wired in parallel with the front door
speakers, and they are given a capacitor to act as a high pass cross-over and a 6. And what a
difference it is! It also devotes much more power to the subwoofer, so with a Lux system, the
sub is actually woken up and makes itself heard. Now remember, this is still the same 6. The
only thing it has is a simple passive crossover to prevent high range signals from going to the
sub. I got mine on ebay for dollars including the separate external GPS antenna. These can be
had for about dollars or less. The two are NOT interchangeable!! They look identical, but are
different inside. The amp I highly recommend buying on ebay. Two reasons This programmig
can be tricky if the vehicle that the amp is being programmed into is not a factory LUX vehicle.
Like the amp will say to itself "hey H2 lux amps are particularly picky, no one knows why. After
reprogramming they just tend to randomly go dead after a little while. Denali and Escalade amps
seem to be OK but then theres the problem of convincing your dealer to actually program and
do something thats not in his magic instruction manual from GM. I have been close frineds with

my dealer forever, so for me it wasnt a big deal to convince them "yes it will work even though
GM says it wont". However, other people have had trouble convincing their dealers to perform
the programming. BUT if you buy an amp used on ebay for example, it has already been
initialized and programmed so its plug and play besides rewiring the connectors So my advice
is to buy the amp on ebay. Much much cheaper and you wont have to deal with the [potential]
hassle of porgramming it. As for warentee, beleive it or not, GM parts direct really has no
warentee i dont think. So you are no better off than if you bought it on ebay. First ill just
describe how the lux amp actually works and why it is much better than the "Premium" amp.
You dont HAVE to read it, but just in case you are curious Here is exactly how the non-lux and
lux amps differ and why the LUX amp sounds better than the premium amp. Sorry for my long
winded explanation The head unit sends a "low level" signal to the amp. This low level signal
varies in output "slightly" as the volume knob is turned up or down. The amp takes this signal
and greatly amplifies it and sends the high-power, high level signal to the speakers. When you
turn up the volume knob, the "low level" signal gets slightly more powerful and the amp then
amplifies this and you hear it as "louder sound". Follow me? If I get too confusing at any point,
just PM me or email me!! The amp also has an "amp turn on" wire which is basically a power
wire from the head unit so when the head unit turns on, it tells the amp to turn on. Kinda like a
relay. The Bose "Premium" system works on this exact same principal. It sits there just like a
fool and just "makes louder" whatever is thrown at it. It does not know what it is attached to and
has no interaction with the car at all you could hook it up to a telephone for all it cares. This is
probably where it loses quality. The wires from the head unit probably pick up a lot of
interference because GM doesnt think and they just bundle the thin wires right along side
electrical wires etc The stronger the audio signal passing thru the wires, the more suseptable
the signal is too interference. So, technically, the more you increase the volume, the more
interference the wires pick up. Also, you have to think about that the "dumb" amp's "volume"
called 'gain' is always cranked to the MAX, so when you vary the "output" from the radio, you
can get a full volume range from quiet to really loud. If the Dumb Amp's gain was not turned up
all the way, than the system would not go loud even if you turned up the radio all the way. Its
like if you have a water hose hooked up to a faucet and on the end of the hose you have a
variable water valve. Think of the faucet's knob as the volume knob on the radio. And think of
that valve on the end of the hose as the "gain" control on the dumb amp. Now, if you only
opened up the valve on the end of the hose a little bit, not a lot of water will come out no matter
how wide open you turn the faucet's knob. This is a disadvantage because on cheaper quality
amplifiers which the 'dumb amp' is , when the gain is cranked up all the way, you introduce lots
of distortion and quality loss even tho the volume is not up all the way. That is why the 'dumb
amp' does not sound all that great and like a Bose system should!!! The lux amp works
completely differently. It is fully integrated with the vehicle in that it communicates with
everything in the vehicle over the Class II data bus. It just sends a constant low level left and
right it doesnt send rear signals audio signal to the amp. The amp receives this and the amp's
DSP "optimizes" the sound to do whatever Bose does to it etc.. AND the amp constantly talks to
the head unit over the Class II data bus to receive volume, fader, balance, bass, treble and
mid-range information. So, when you turn the volume knob up in a lux vehicle, you are not
simply increasing the output of the low-level signal from the head unit. You are sending a signal
directly to the LUX amp that says "hey turn up the volume a bit". And then the amp just
increases the output level to the speakers. Same thing with the fader, because remember the
head unit does not output separate "rear" channels. The amp is smart enough to "make up" a
rear channel for the rear speakers based on the fader setting that the radio is sending it over the
Class II network. Same thing with Bass and treble too. You press some buttons on the radio to
increase the bass and the radio says to the amp "hey, adjust your EQ for some more bass".
Running the LUX amp this way keeps the audio signals coming from the radio at a constant low
level so not a lot of interference can come in from power wires running along side Its like
instead of keeping the end valve wide open and controlling flow with the faucet's knob, you are
doing the opposite. You are keeping the audio signal low and constant while just controlling
actual volume of the music with the "gain" control on the LUX amp. Another nice thing about
the Lux amp is that it does not need an "amp turn on" wire or anything because that is all done
with Class II data. And you can program a lux amp for which vehicle it is in and it will alter the
sound processing sequences to make the sound perfect for the size cabin it is in! Explain to
him how the lux amp works and how its different from the dumb amps and ill bet he'll be
scratching his head after the second sentence! OK now onto the actual installation instructions
I attached a zipped folder of some pictures and all of the documents. Some pictures are mine,
other pics the better ones! Haha are courtesy of DP member Diesel Breath. Many thanks Diesel
Breath! Some documents you may not need, like the Theftlock clear procedure if the Nav you

are buying is brand new and the amp setup procedure because the amps on ebay are used and
wont have to be programmed The ONLY situation where you should program an amp is if it is
unprogrammed. Otherwise, leave the amp alone!! Some people that I have helped find the first
doc more helpful Its just preference as to which doc you use. The first document is credited to
the mastermind behind this whole install, an incredibly smart Chevy Avalanche Fan Club of
North America member named Sperry. He figured it all out and because of him, we are all
happily and easily converting our trucks today. Also take the "rear end" off so you can see the
amp and the amp connectors. Its just a lot of screws and thats it! Once you get everything apart,
unplug the amp and unscrew the two rear bolts. Look carefully at the pictures I took of mine The
front two amp bolts are under the metal plate Once you drill these holes, you can fit a nutdriver
or something thru and unbolt the amp. Pull the amp out towards the rear. You will have to bend
a sheet metal bracket a bit to squeeze the amp out. Now you can work on the connectors. I did
the amp C2 connector the smaller one with 8 pins first. First use a small screwdriver to pry off
the plastic retaining clips on both rows of pins. Then look closely at the connector and you will
see how the pins are held in place. There is like a little plastic tab that snaps and locks them in.
This next part can get frustrating, but be patient!! Use a paper clip, safety pin or something
small to insert into the holes on the connector. When you look at it ull understand. Push the
wire into the connector to relieve pressure on the locking tab and then press the little tab out of
the way and then carefully pull the pin and wire out. Dont pull hard!!! The pins should come out
easilly. Once all the pins that need to be moved are out, check the sheet for where they go, and
push them into their new places. They will kind of click into place and then once you are all
done, put the retaining clips back on the connectors. Then do the larger C1 connector. Work on
one row at a time because I think there are some color duplicates between rows. These smaller
pins are trickier to release. Remove the retaining clips. Then insert the paper clip or, even
better, a small screwdriver, into the OUTER rows of holes to release the pins. You are going to
need to cut off the large pin because it wont fit into the smaller 24 pin connector. Now you can
stick the drain wire into its new position in the 24 pin C1 connector! Dont throw away any of the
other wires that you cut off either It is the easiest Class II source to tap into just because it is
closest to the amp; theoretically you could use any Class II wire in the truck. It is a light blue
wire that goes into the RSA connector. First get some extra 18 or 20 gauge wire about a foot or
so. Then crimp on one of those extra pins to the end of the wire. Put the pin into the correct
position in the amp C1 connector position B Dont cut the wire going to the RSA though!! Now
put the TNR in and plug it in normally. Screw it in but dont put the instrument panel bezel back
on. Now you need to mount the GPS antenna. Most people just kind of stuff it as far towards the
front of the vehicle as possible. However, I just wanted to be sure it was not going to move
around so I bolted it in the factory position. You will have to take the whole dash top off for this.
Its really not as complicated as it seems. First unscrew all the screws that you can see that hold
it on. Then, on both sides of the truck, there are screws under the fuse panel covers. Then, use
a screwdriver to pry out the two passenger side vents. There is also a screw behind each vent
holding the dash cover on. Kinda up inside the vents there are two white plastic buttons one on
each side or the passenger SRS airbag inflator module. Press these two buttons and this
releases the passenger side grab handle. Once you have all screws out, pull off the two A-pillar
covers. Be careful not to pull too hard cause the Bose tweeters have pretty short cables and
dont give you much slack to reach in there and unplug them. Unplug them and remove the
A-pillar covers. Then work the dash top cover off kinda slide it towards you then up and out. Its
a little tricky. Be careful of the ambient light sensor the little black bulb sticking up on the front
center of the dash top , the cord is really short and when I pulled off my cover, I broke the stupid
thing!! Bolt the GPS antenna in using an existing bolt under the dash. This wire basically helps
out the nav if it loses the GPS signal for a little bit. You can check for it by looking at the radio
C2 connector the smaller one. If its there, the VSS wire is already in place and you dont have to
worry about wiring it. Alternatively, you can temporarrily plug in the TNR and start driving
forward Unbolt the 4 bolts that hold it in and pull it forward and unplug it. Find the wire that
goes into the A4 pin of the gauges connector. It will be a green with white stripe wire. This is the
VSS wire. Run the wire and make sure it is long enough to reach the "radio C2" connector the
smaller radio connector. Now take another of those "unused" pins that you cut off of the amp
harness. Splice it onto the end of the "new" VSS wire. Then, pry off the pin retaining clip from
the radio C2 connector. Then push the pin into the "E" position. Now You can plug in the TNR.
Dont screw it in yet in case something doesnt work. Plug the amp in at this time too. Now
reconnect the battery. Put the key in and you should hear [door] chimes!!! Start the truck. The
new radio will take a second to initialize as it learns your trucks VIN so it can become "married"
to your VIN incase someone steals the radio it will now only work with your VIN. You can
temporarrily bypass this for testing purposes by turning off the truck, then put the key in the

ACC position, and pull the radio fuse for 5 seconds with the key still in ACC. Then put the fuse
back in and the radio will have full functionality until you turn the key off or try to start the truck.
If you do either of those, the radio will lock up again. Alternatively you can simply unplug the
large pin radio connector for 5 seconds instead of pulling the fuse. I personally find it sounds
best with the bass 1 notch below maximum, treble 1 notch below maximum, and the mid-range
right at the middle. The amp's internal EQ does wierd things and in order for it to sound good,
you have to crank the bass and crank the treble and leave the mid range at the default setting.
You will find all the audio settings by pressing the "Audio musical note " button. Along the
bottom of the screen are the various DSP modes. Lastly, check out to make sure all the
speakers are working correctly and everything sounds good. If you dont say "WOW!! It is just
that big of an improvment over the "Premium" system. Alright still with me??? Here is the CDX
install instructions: This part is pretty simple if you follow the wiring diagrams and CDX wiring
chart that is included. First of all make sure you have the correct CDX. This was a good move
because in and before, it was such a mish-mosh of data busses that it was a mess. The only
visual difference between the two is that the and older units had plastic slides on the sides for
mounting. It just pulls out. Give it a good yank. Look in there and you will see a perfect space
for the CDXâ€¦except a big lump with a hole in it is in the way. Simply cut it out. Snake the CDX
harness from the radio area down to the console. Then plug in the CDX and bolt it in place with
some self tapping screws. Keep trimming it back until it fits perfectly. Now just follow the wiring
diagram in the picture to splice in the wires at the correct places on the two radio connectors. I
soldered them, but you can use ScotchLoc connectors also. In that case, just remove the pins
from the 9-pin flat CDX harness plug and insert the pins into the appropriate places on the radio
C2 connector. The pins are the same size on both connectors so they will plug right in. If you
have XM, splice the wires in as normal. Now put everything back together and enjoy! All done!
Email me back with any questions comments or suggestions, like if you found an easier way to
do a step and as I said before, ill be happy to help out with any problems you may run into!!
Good luck and go have fun with this rewarding mod. Many thanks to Andrew Fessler for hosting
the pictures and putting them into a great website!! Messages 65 Reaction score 0. I still cant
freaking beleive I wrote all of that and people still PM me questions on "how do I Diesel Dually
awaiting your return Messages Reaction score 0 Location Mile High. Diesel Dually said:. Still a
great write-up, Ben Now, if we only had pictures MAX4X4 Recruit. Messages 54 Reaction score 0
Location CA. That write-up helped me out ALOT!!!!! Pictures are at the link he provided at the
bottom of that post. Cougar Huh? I just said that Messages 3 Reaction score 0. After studying
his post and the rest of the thread I bought the parts and installed everything. It took me about a
day to put everything in. The most satisfying part was turning the NAV unit on for the first time
and watching it work. Ben's hard work with this has gone a long way to helping me enjoy my
duramax. Thanks again for your efforts - I for one really appreciate reading your posts. Cougar
said:. Check out the link at the bottom of the post. You must log in or register to reply here.
Everything you need to add a sub to your Bose stereo and eliminate the dreaded feedback
associated with the Active Noise Cancellation ANC feature. Anyone can install this device and is
done completely from the trunk in seconds. No other sound functions are lost. Bluetooth,
Onstar, Chimes are all retained. A very valuable tool if you intend to do any kind of wiring to the
car's audio system. This will save you lots of time and hassle. What is ANC you ask? Active
Noise Cancellation aka ANC is present on Bose Stereos and uses microphones hidden in the
door panels of your truck to pick up in-cabin noise. The mics send this information to the amp,
which in-turn sends offsetting signals out to all the speakers in the vehicle to help quiet the
cabin. This is a great technological feature until an aftermarket subwoofer is installed in the
vehicle. The microphones begin to pick up the extra bass tones from the new subwoofer and
proceed to pump the loud offsetting tones thru all the speakers and sub s , resulting in a vicious
cycle of obnoxious sound. Hence, the dreaded feedback that will persist until the ANC system is
defeated. Our defeat harness is the easiest way to disable the anc. It's simply plug and play and
can easily be put back to stock at any time. There are no wires to cut or mics to locate or door
panels to pry off, simply plug the harness in at the amp and your finished. Subthump E.
Lyonsville Rd. Connersville , IN Phone: More Images Click to enlarge. Extra Info Comments
There are currently no product reviews Write a review on this product! Extra Info This product
was added to our catalog on Wednesday 23 January, In Stock. Connersville , IN Call Us: Email
Us: sales subthump. Quick Find:. Click to enlarge. Comments There are currently no product
reviews Write a review on this product! Add to Wish List. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Use this adapter to make your
installation of an amplifier to the factory system faster with a cleaner install. Use this plug and
play adapter so you don't have to cut or splice into the factory wiring. Provides one pair stereo

rca output and a power wire for the remote amplifier turn on connection. Adjustable left and
right gain output. Not compatible with factory amplified stereo systems. Connection is done at
back of radio. Skip to main content. Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We
don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand: ASC Audio. This fits your.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. What other items do customers buy
after viewing this item? Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar
items. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Plug and play and it sounds perfect! Great product to
keep your factory radio without cutting into your radio harness. I installed on my Silverado and I
have no complaints. So the installation was pretty straight forward. Plug and play, and route
your component wires and remote line to the amp. All that went smoothly, but then this morning
on my way to work, I noticed the driver side front speakers are cutting in and out at lower
volumes and wont come back on until the volume is raised. Pretty positive this has to do with
this add a amp harness. I'll request a replacement, and hopefully I just received a defective one.
Saved me so much work quality is impeccable. Works great on my GMC sierra with the small
radio non-touchscreen. The power up wire works for my aftermarket amp. Super easy install, loc
output works for rca cables. Glad I didn't have to cut any stock wires. One person found this
helpful. Remote wire not outputting 12V. Love the ease of set up, the fact that it keeps the
factory harness intact, and the fact that it actually works!!! Used on a LD silverado with the 8in
screen, I have zero complaints. Thank you Audio Connections! No hunting for speaker wires ,
no splicing wires just hook up and it is ready. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: Explore remote wires for amp products , Explore stereo converters
for amps , Explore amp converters for cars , Explore wiring harnesses for subwoofers. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Add to Cart. Audio Connections. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. The purpose of the
amplifier is to increase the power of a voltage or current signal. The output signal of an audio
amplifier may consist of the same frequencies as the input signal or it may consist of only a
portion of the frequencies, as in the case of a subwoofer or midrange speaker. The audio
amplifier amplifies the signal and sends it to the appropriate speakers. The audio being played
on the system is produced by a varying AC voltage that is centered around the DC bias voltage
on the same circuit. The AC voltage is what causes the speaker cone to move and produce
sound. Both the DC bias voltage and the AC voltage signals are needed for the audio system to
properly produce sound. These original equipment audio amplifiers have been manufactured to
fit your GM vehicle, providing the same performance, durability, and service life you expect
from General Motors. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon.
You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 23 hrs and 31 mins
Details. Only 8 left in stock more on the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction
is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it,
choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. GM Genuine Parts Add a
gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Like New. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will
come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest delivery: Saturday,
Feb 27 Order within 9 hrs and 16 mins Details. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon
Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Visit the GM Store. This fits your. Customers who viewed

this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? Customers who bought this item also bought.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product guides and documents
Warranty [PDF ]. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Replaced the amplifier under the center console. I
replaced it due to intermittent radio and vehicle warning chimes such as door chime, or key in
ignition. I bought a 7mm ratcheting wrench from a local tool store that made the job times
easier. Use the wrench for the forward two bolts you will have to feel for them and do this
portion 'blind'. A 7mm socket with an extension worked fine for the remaining two rear mount
bolts. This method avoided me having to remove the entire center console, I only removed the
center storage compartment lift the rubber mat to access the other screws and the face of the
rear entertainment control flip the cup holder down to access the necessary screws. Removing
the rear face will allow the amp to slide rearward and out. Here is the fix. Technically this is a
plug and play. However, if you have a Tahoe, Yukon or Escalade, you have to get it out first. In
the manual, you have to remove the seats and center console, but I found a video on youtube
where someone drilled a couple of holes in the metal cover under the center console and over
the amp to get at the 2 hidden screws. A super hassle, but that's GM's fault. Note: the best way
to troubleshoot that the amp is bad is to see if the door chimes work. If the stereo is on, but no
sound or door chimes? Replace the amp. I used it on a Chevy suburban. I like the fast delivery,
easy fix and I can hear my music again. Speakers stopped working in my GMC Yukon. Did a
quick internet search and found several posts stating the problem was likely the amp. The part
numbers didn't match but it was correct. Found a video online explaining how to remove the
center console and I jumped in. Very satisfied. One person found this helpful. Stereo was
intermittently not working at all. It has fixed that, the bass seems much better now too. I was
also hoping and had read that it could help the with some door related issues as well. It didn't
have much effect on that problem as far as I can tell, my issue must be somewhere else. It was a
real problem to get out, so I cut access holes in my car also as I saw someone else suggest,
which made it easy to remove the old unit and reinstall the new one. Just keep on fixing and
driving my good old Yukon, makes me happy. Glad I finally got my Bose radio working again in
my Z71 Was easier than what some people were describing by drilling a couple holes in center
console brace to remove the old amp. The amplifier was identical to the stock one that needed
to be replaced. I had considered buying a used one at the local auto salvage yard but for the
price it was offered I decided to try new and how glad I was that I did. It work great and now I
have sound coming from speakers that where silent prior. I thank Amazon for having the banner
which tells me if the part will or will not work in the vehicle I have on file with them. If you need
an amplifier I cannot say anything better than this one! See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: gm radio , bose subwoofer for car , audio equipments ,
Best Rated in Car Multichannel Amplifiers , stereo fo
2008 saturn vue power steering pump
1994 civic si
vw abf engine
r a chevy tahoe , oem replacement car radio. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. FREE
Shipping. Speece, Inc. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn
More. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

